
5 piece 4 blade craft carver set with slipstrop

Package deal Flexcut Palm Tool SK Travel Set containing 4 blades and a handle with the Flexcut SlipStrop.

*** By purchasing this product, you are confirming that you are AGED 18 or over and that the person receiving the delivery is also over 18.
Please note that we do occasionally ask for proof of age. ***

Flexcut Palm Tool SK Travel Set is an excellent idea for the carver who wants to practice his or her craft whilst on holiday, travelling or just
at odd moments throughout the day. This set consists of a palm handle and four interchangeable blades, with a pre-printed wooden blank
and full instructions, all packed in a good quality tool roll.

As a bonus, with the purchase of the 810480 Adaptor [sold seperately] you can use the chisels with the Bosch and Skil Power Carvers.

Four blade set includes:
3 x 3/8"(9mm)
6 x 5/16"(8mm)
9 x 1/16"(1.5mm) gouges
70°x 1/4"(6mm) vee tool

Flexcut SlipStropProduced for honing and maintaining the edges on both the inside and outside of gouges and vee tools, the Flexcut
SlipStrop consists of a complex moulding with two areas of leather and a bar of a specially developed honing compound. The compound is
available separately for those wishing to use it on their existing strop. In use, the particular part of the moulding most suited to the chosen
tool is rubbed crayon-like with compound and the tool stropped. A mirror finish is achieved quickly, and the resulting razor edge can be
maintained by repeating the process many times before resharpening is required. Use for gouges and vee tools both inside and outside.

Price
£76.89 (Product reference 7756-0)
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